
Fish made from pompoms
Instructions No. 3046

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 2 Hours

The spherical fish not only look cute, they can also be conjured up in no time at all. This idea can also be
easily realised by children and is guaranteed to be great fun.

This is how the fish are made:
Use the pompom maker to wrap the pompoms in your desired colours. To do this, first click the template parts apart. Wrap
your desired wool around one half of the template, starting from the centre of the template. Then repeat this with the other
half of the template. Then close the two halves of the stencil together again to form a ring. Cut the wrapped wool along the
outside of the template. Pull a ribbon between the two halves of the pompom and tie them together tightly. This will hold the
cut wool threads securely in place. Now you can open the pompom stencil again and remove the finished pompom. Then cut
the finished pompoms into shape with scissors. You can find the exact instructions for creating the pompoms on the product
packaging of the pompom maker.

Cut the fins out of foam rubber and glue them and the wobbly eyes on.

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/newsletter/


Article number Article name Qty

395113-10 Rico Creative BubblePowder 1

395113-24 Rico Creative BubbleBlue 1

395113-25 Rico Creative BubbleNeon-Orange 1

389839 VBS Pompommaker set 1

601093 VBS Wobbly eyes to glue on "Mix", 100 pieces 1

652124-34 VBS Foam rubber, 2 mmOrange 1

652124-44 VBS Foam rubber, 2 mmNavy 1

652124-83 VBS Foam rubber, 2 mmPowder 1

51163 Hot glue gun, 15-80 Watt 1
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